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The Wired4Music Memoirs is a wonderful collection of the weekly experiences
our members have faced in a week of their music-making life. Whether
exploring hidden parts of their heritage and fighting back against xenophobia
and stigma [Kitty Got Claws], finding music through prayer, mindfulness and
meditation [Gabrielle, Akin Soul] performing for the Mayor of London [Tee
Peters], auditioning for Voice UK [Pritt] or celebrating Fathers Day [Timur],
these memoirs share a snapshot into how music shapes significant parts of
our lives. Through lockdown, and quarantine, our Wired4Music members have
found ways to adapt and evolve their music-making and become resilient in
the face of a pandemic. Each writer is a valued member of our network, and it
is an honour to have them share their moments with Wired4Music, and you,
the reader. Please take time to check out and celebrate their music, as I know
through conversations with these musicians, that they put so much time,
training, rehearsal and effort into their work, and have made brilliant music in
their own unique ways.

                                                                                                          Jasmine Kambi 
                                                                       Wired4Music Programme Producer           
                                                                                                        2 October 2020  

Introduction



"Music is a force. Like gravity, like

magnetism, the rhythm and vibration

and pitch and warbling, crashing,

gliding, soothing and chaotic verve that

is music"

KITTY
@kittygotclaws

Trigger Warning: Mention of violence,
genocide, racism / xenophobia, 

homophobia, sexual violence, suicide
and contains language that 
people may find offensive.

Every song I’ve written begins with a
thought. It could be as fleeting as a visiting
bird on my windowsill. It could be a
thought that lingers. A thought I can’t
shake, that pursues me in my dreams and
depletes me when I’m feeling low.
Sometimes I have to take that force – that
depletion – and I have to engage in an act
of alchemy. I find that when I write, I
exorcise some of that force – like magic – I
breathe into it a new life. I turn lead into
gold.

Music is a force. Like gravity, like magnetism, the rhythm and vibration and pitch and warbling,
crashing, gliding, soothing and chaotic verve that is music. Music speaks to the soul, to something

so deep-seated in our reptile brain, the will and drive towards movement. Maybe music is the
instinct to survive. 

It’s a shamanic notion that repetitive drumming will open portals to the spirit world.  Many religions
sing songs of praise to deepen their connection with God. Neuroscientists have discovered that
practicing music causes structural changes to our brain. And so – whether your perspective is

scientific or spiritual – or whether your perspective encompasses both valid practices – we must
not negate or downplay the importance of music in our lives.

I have always thought deeply about the political power of music. Music is a representation of our
cultural identity and our heritage, and also – by extension – the heritage and identity of those

around us.

My name is Kitty, and I am a performing artist under the stage-name Kitty Got Claws. Although, my
name isn’t actually Kitty, it’s Eva. Music – that which shapes and guides the identity of nations, races
and cultures – often absorbs and overrides the musician’s own personal identity. Stepping onto the

stage – we become like a snake shedding our patterned coat – and so with the current global
pandemic – many musicians are feeling weighed down by the excess skin.

Click here to read Kitty's full Memoir

https://www.instagram.com/kittygotclaws/
https://www.wired4music.co.uk/2020/08/wired4music-memoirs-kitty-got-claws/
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AKIN
@akinsoul

"I felt as light as a feather. I was

soaring with my voice! I remember

singing the words “It’s okay to be

lonely”, this was something that had

been on my mind before going on stage. I

really do believe performing is one’s

way of communication"

SOUL

DAY 1: Monday - Mindfulness
On Monday I had been out camping. This was my final
day out camping. I had taken the time to meditate and
feel the breeze around me. Being able to find peace of

mind, I wrote a few poems. When I got home I took a long
shower and rushed to my keyboard. I practiced the Jazz
standard “Ladybird” and soloed on the tune for a while. I

was astonished for the fact that being at one with myself,
after my meditation, could improve such a task.

DAY 2: Tuesday - More meditation + guitar playing: Tuesday – I was able to maintain my state of
mindfulness. I continued to meditate and found myself at my friends house soloing on guitar and
eventually writing a song with chords that just fell unto my fingers. In that moment, music was such a
beauty.

Day 3 (Wednesday) Hilly Fields Jam: Wednesday – I
went out to Hilly Fields where my friends run a jam on
a weekly basis. Still in my state of mindfulness and
peace, I went onto stage and sang on a song that I
had no knowledge of, as of course it’s a jam and all is
improvised. I felt as light as a feather. I was soaring
with my voice! I remember singing the words “It’s okay
to be lonely”, this was something that had been on my
mind before going on stage. I really do believe
performing is one’s way of communication. My brother,
who is a saxophonist, had arrived at the jam later that
day and we had been on stage playing together.

Click here to read Akin Soul's full Memoir

https://www.instagram.com/akinsoul/
https://www.wired4music.co.uk/2020/08/wired4music-memoirs-akin-soul/
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TEE
PETERS

@byteepeters

"you can’t let the people who

believe in you down because the

support they give you is your

power, it’s what makes you

continue”

DAY 1
Tomorrow I’m going to be performing for the mayor of
London. I’m trying to figure out the best time to tell my
mum before everyone else but just before it so I can
pretend I’m just doing a normal job. I’ve written the
audience a bespoke poem. I have many songs under
my belt and whether or not I remember them, I feel
that considering I only have two songs, I’d rather give
them a taste of my work so that the next time they can
be more acquainted with what I’m about. So today’s
been spent writing and planning in my head. I have
days like this a lot of the time, I’m very blessed to have
opportunities like this and so I like to make sure that
I’m well prepared so that I can turn any potential
nervous energy into excitement. Today is quite a
boring day in a way, but it’s moments like these that I
need before the big moments. View footage>

DAY 2

After my last event I took a short break from Social Media. Not so much in the sense that I
didn’t use it at all, but my usage was very much limited to posting on my story and responding
to my listeners. What’s interesting about music – & life in general – is that you have ups and
downs. You could have the Mayor Of London send you his approval and then easily be sent off
course based on someone else’s negative thinking.

Click here to read Tee's full Memoir

https://www.instagram.com/byteepeters/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CC_epNpAAW_/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.wired4music.co.uk/2020/08/wired4music-memoirs-tee-peters/
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TIMUR
WILSON

@Timur_Wilson

" It doesn ’t always happen

so quickly  that a song

comes out fully  formed"

My music making has been quite
sporadic over this recent period.
Though my setup is limited (Mac,
garageband and midi keyboard) I
have managed to write new
material/experiment with the sounds I
have- as well as my guitar and piano.

Father’S Day –  21/06/20I 

was with my Father, Mother and Sister
in the morning at our garden table. My
Sister presented a gift of coconut
flavoured Toblerone, which I pretended
to know about as I had left my
contribution a little late. To rectify my
mistake I rushed straight upstairs and
wrote the majority of a song from a
light hearted perspective on father’s
day and the idea that even though a
father grows older on the outside, he is
(Not so) secretly younger than ever. I
wrote the lyrics then came down with
my guitar and played it as my gift to
him. It doesn’t always happen so
quickly that a song comes out fully
formed, so I focused on creating as I
felt like it as opposed to strict
timetables.

Father’S Day –  21/06/20I 

was with my Father, Mother and Sister
in the morning at our garden table. My
Sister presented a gift of coconut
flavoured Toblerone, which I pretended
to know about as I had left my
contribution a little late. To rectify my
mistake I rushed straight upstairs and
wrote the majority of a song from a
light hearted perspective on father’s
day and the idea that even though a
father grows older on the outside, he is
(Not so) secretly younger than ever. I
wrote the lyrics then came down with
my guitar and played it as my gift to
him. It doesn’t always happen so
quickly that a song comes out fully
formed, so I focused on creating as I
felt like it as opposed to strict
timetables.

Sample of lyrics:

I,I know you more than I could reach
up to the skyline; skyline

Wonder who is in my eyes

Do I like or despise the earth I see

We make our plans hope that it lands
the way we wanted

After mile’s end we can’t pretend, is it
all worth it

And I, I see a man in his late old 40’s

Younger than it seems

Song composed and written by Timur
Wilson (21/06/20)
Listen to Timur’s Audio here >

Click here to read Timur's 
full Memoir

https://www.instagram.com/timur_wilson/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rIvhaQBR3q0&feature=youtu.be
https://www.wired4music.co.uk/2020/08/wired4music-memoir-timur-wilson/
https://www.wired4music.co.uk/2020/08/wired4music-memoir-timur-wilson/
https://www.wired4music.co.uk/2020/08/wired4music-memoir-timur-wilson/


GABRIELLE
CHUDI

@gabriellechudi "My songwriting process is

very varied - sometimes I'll

sit and dedicate time to

writing music, whereas

sometimes ideas will just

come to me and I'll capture it

in the moment."

Monday

I usually start my day with prayer, and sometimes
songs can come out of that. Today, as I spent some

time with God, I became very mindful of the
atmosphere around me – the trees, the birds, the
warmth of the sun, the breeze. Then the line, “You
are everywhere, I see you in everything”, came to

mind, so I recorded it on my phone quickly. I’ll
hopefully flesh out this idea later in the week! My

songwriting process is very varied – sometimes I’ll
sit and dedicate time to writing music, whereas

sometimes ideas will just come to me and I’ll
capture it in the moment. However, I am trying to

work on establishing some writing techniques that
work for me, so I can get better at writing on

demand.

Tuesday

As I’m looking to improve when it comes to writing vocal lines and developing harmonies, I’ve been
listening to artists who I think do this well – Thirdstory, Stevie Wonder, Rachel Chinouriri, Yebba, Baby
Rose, and Jacob Collier, amongst many others. I’ve recorded music with a full band before but as

of recent I’ve been trying to strip things back and make sure the song itself is strong enough to
stand on its own, so that a full production only emphasises what’s already there. I was listening to
Cayendo by Frank Ocean the other day. It’s a very bare song with just vocals and electric guitar –

the verses are in Spanish so I don’t even understand most of it – yet the songwriting and his
delivery make this simple song incredibly captivating.
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Click here to read Gabrielle's full Memoir

https://www.instagram.com/gabriellechudi/
https://www.wired4music.co.uk/2020/07/wired4music-memoirs-gabrielle-chudi/


"Everyone’s entitled to

an opinion but it’s up to

you when you want to

take it or not..."

PRITT
@_prittmusic

Monday

I had an audition for the Voice UK which kind of
sprung on me because I personally HATE talent

shows like that. But I’m in quarantine – what else do
I gotta do to fill up my time! I sang Summer Walker’s
Session 32 as an audition song just because I can

relate to it so much and my original song
‘infactu8ed’. I’ve attached the link for some

shameless promo! – Watch here I am absolutely in
love with Giveon and his voice. Makes me so happy
to see real R&B portrayed in a very ‘in and out’ music

era so I rinsed that all day. Still not sick of it. It’s so
bad but I’m just so conditioned to listening to the
same thing over and over again. I am definitely

those people who can listen to a song again and
again and again and still be obsessed with it after

the 100th time. Don’t let me near the aux, I
guarantee you will hear 1 song 4x in 1 night.

Tuesday I finally got around to listening to Chloe x Halle’s new album. Sensational. Beyoncé
has definitely mastered artist development for these young women. It actually inspired me to

write a song completely unrelated to the album but more on a creative flow. I tend not to write
songs that come from jotted words I’ve discovered throughout the day but for some odd
reason, I wrote down ‘block and go’, ‘taciturn’, ‘Sunday best’, ‘unsolicited advice’, ‘rubbing

alcohol’ and ‘narcissist’ on my white board and went crazy. I started writing lines from past
conversations to really exaggerated scenes that you only imagine in your head on paper and I
felt so creative. I managed to write 2 songs about a conversation with a music industry head

who said my music wouldn’t speak to a lot of people and I tend not to let people get to me but
what she said stuck with me so I called the song ‘Unsolicited Advice’. As a creative, I’m sure

many of us have experienced rejection and being told they aren’t good enough...

Click here to read Pritt's full Memoir
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https://www.instagram.com/_prittmusic/
https://open.spotify.com/album/5fEV0b1KPCHoXIfU3JaWgD?highlight=spotify:track:4xQ7PZOFYI9if7gbIonMze
https://www.wired4music.co.uk/2020/07/wired4music-memoirs-pritt/
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